
 
Getting “Your Calling” 

 

Chiron, Wholeness and Vocation 
 

A workshop with Joyce Mason 
 

 
Why is Chiron so important? Lingering wounds or 
chronic illnesses are ongoing reminders in the body of 
lessons we agreed to learn this lifetime, a sort of 
Geiger counter that keep us on our personal 
evolutionary path. (It beeps with hurt when we 
wander off the road.)  
 

Inside each of these wounds is the key to our healing. This sore spot also contains our 
greatest gifts to give. When we surmount a particular kind of “grief,” it’s our job to 
share with our community how to overcome that type of life challenge. Same thing 
goes for sharing our unique talents. That’s why astrological Chiron contains pain that 
unlocks gifts and why it’s the key to your true vocation or calling. Chiron helps us 
surmount our personal hurdles to wholeness as well as steers us toward the best way 
we can “give back” to our community. We’ll cover: 

 

• The Continuing Discovery of Chiron – Highlights of what we’ve learned about 
this wounding, healing and wholemaking archetype since Chiron’s astronomical 
discovery in 1977 
 

• The Meat is in the Tale – The richest information about Chiron and clues for its 
metaphorical meaning come from the ancient Greek Chiron myth. A recap of 
Chiron’s story told as a three-act play. 
 

• Chiron and Vocation – How your Chiron configuration (sign, house, aspects) 
hints at your calling, the thing you need to do to feel fulfilled. 

 
The workshop style is interactive, starting with how you see your Chiron, chronic 
wounds and their purpose at the start the workshop. This day may change your 
outlook, and you’ll walk away with tools to continue discovering your Chiron. 
 
Joyce Mason has consulted, written, and spoken on astrology 
for three decades. In the ‘90s she edited the international 
newsletter Chironicles, presented at UAC, and created the 
Chironic Convergence, a “shareshop” near Chiron’s mythical 
Greek homeland. Recently, she has published two e-books on 
Chiron and over 100 multi-topic articles on her popular blog, 
The Radical Virgo. She’s the President and CEO (Catalyst, 
Enthusiast, and Organizer) of NCGR – Sacramento Area. 


